Across
4. excess; over-indulgence
5. to find unacceptable
8. hard working; diligent
11. arrogant; proud; insolent
13. terribly evil; abominate
15. being scornful, hateful, or disdainful
16. to demolish; to destroy completely
17. mutual hatred or ill will
18. to ruin or spoil
19. based on observation or experiment
21. to make angry, enrage, or upset
22. to make dirty or to soil
23. same; uniform; consisting of only one part
24. to bring into existence; give rise to

Down
1. to mock or disregard as ridiculous
2. a curse
3. to spread
6. disaster or failure
7. to look down upon; to act superior towards
9. appropriate; apropos; suitable
10. evil; wicked
12. mixed, consisting of many different parts
14. plentiful
20. to support or adopt

Word Bank
malediction  debacle  contumacious  engender
haughty  heinous  sullied  condescend
enmity  copious  disseminate  mar
apt  empirical  scoff  espouse
raze  assiduous  exasperate  homogeneous
surfeit  deplore  heterogeneous  nefarious